Abstract-This paper deals with the adaptive regulation problem for unknown multi-input/multi-output linear systems with unknown exosystems. The adaptive output feedback controller with an adaptive internal model is proposed for MIMO minimum phase systems. The proposed method is based on the ASPR based adaptive output feedback control and the controller is designed based on an expanded backstepping strategy of only one step with a parallel feedforward compensator (PFC). The obtained controller structure is relatively simple even if the system has a higher order and a higher order relative degree.
I. INTRODUCTION
Output regulations and/or disturbance reductions have attracted a lot of interest in the consideration of the control problem for systems which are required to have servomechanism and for vibration attenuation in mechanical systems. In cases where the system to be controlled and the exosystem which generates the output reference signal and/or external disturbances are known, such problems are solvable using the Internal Model Principle. In the case where the controlled system is unknown and/or the exosystem is unknown, adaptive control strategies have played active roles in solving such problems for systems with uncertainties. For known systems with unknown exosystems, solutions with adaptive internal models have been provided in [1] , [2] and [3] . In [3] , an output regulation system with an adaptive internal model is proposed for known non-minimum phase systems with unknown exosystems. Adaptive regulation problems have also been presented for time varying systems and nonlinear systems [4] , [5] , [6] . Most of these methods, however, assumed that either the controlled system or the exosystem was known. Only few adaptive regulation methods for unknown systems with unknown exosystems have been provided [7] , [8] . The method in [7] is an adaptive servo controller design based on the MRAC strategy, so that it was essentially assumed that the order of the controlled system was known. The method in [8] is one based on an adaptive backstepping strategy. In this method, it was necessary to design an adaptive observer that had to estimate all of the unknown system parameters depending on the order of the controlled system. As a result the controller's structure was quite complex in both methods. In addition, all of these methods have dealt with single input/single output systems only.
In this paper, the adaptive regulation problem for unknown controlled systems is dealt with and the adaptive output feedback controller with an adaptive internal model is proposed for multi-input/multi-output linear minimum phase unknown systems with unknown exosystems. The proposed method is based on the adaptive output feedback control utilizing the almost strictly positive real-ness (ASPR-ness) of the controlled system and the controller is designed based on an expanded backstepping strategy with a parallel feedforward compensator (PFC) [9] . It is shown that, under certain assumptions, one can design an adaptive controller with a single step backstepping strategy even when the system to be controlled has unknown order and higher order relative degrees. Using the proposed method, one can not attain perfect output regulation, however, the obtained controller structure is relatively simple even if the system has a higher order and a higher order relative degree.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a minimum-phase linear system which can be represented by the following canonical form:
with a relative degree:
where z T ∈ R r and η T ∈ R n−r are the state variables, r = r 1 k 1 +r 2 k 2 +· · ·+r f k f . u and y ∈ R m are the control inputs and outputs, respectively, and w ∈ R nm is an unknown vector disturbance. Without loss of generality, we assume that r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r f and that
has the following form: 
Since the system is minimumphase, Q is a stable matrix. Further, we assume that the disturbances and the reference signal which the output y is required to track are generated by the following unknown exsosystem:
Where A d ∈ R nm×nm is a stable matrix with all its eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. It is also assumed that the characteristic polynomial of A d is expressed by
The system outputs y j , j = 1, · · ·, m, then can be obtained as an output of the following subsystem:
where z j is a vector element of z such as z = [z
Here, we impose the following assumption on input coefficient vectors b j .
Assumption 1: Defining the numbers: l 1 = 0 and
has the following form:
T , the augmented subsystem containing all the subsystems with relative degree r i associated with the outputs
where
rf rf ], we impose the following assumption onB.
Assumption 2:B is the positive definite matrix, that is
The objective is to design an adaptive controller that has the output y(t) track the reference signal y m (t) generated by an unknown exsosystem given in (3) for unknown systems with unknown disturbances generated by the unknown exsosystem in (3) using only the output signal.
A. Virtual controlled system
We shall introduce the following virtual input filter for each subsystem in (6) with a relative degree {r i ,· · ·, r i }:
and
Using an appropriate variable transformation with the filter signals u ri f given in (8), we have the transformed virtual controlled system of the following form with
T as a control input [10] :
where A y , C y , D w1 , C w1 , A ηξ , C ηξ , D w are appropriate dimensional matrices. Since A ηξ has the following form:
A ηξ is a stable matrix.
B. Virtual error system
Now, consider a stable filter of the form:
and β c0 , β c1 , · · ·, β cn m −1 are chosen such that A cf is stable. Let's consider transforming the system (9) into a one with u f given in (10) as the input. Define new variables X 1 and X 2 as follows:
Since it follows from Cayley-Hamilton theorem that
we have from (3) and (9) thaṫ
wherē
Further we have from (13) that
T , the following error system is obtained:
Obviously this error system with the inputū f and the output e has a vector relative degree of {n m + 1, · · ·, n m + 1} and a stable zero dynamics (because A ηξ is stable).
Furthermore, there exists an appropriate variable transformation such that the error system (17) can be represented by the following form [11] :
is an appropriate matrix. Since the error system (17) has stable zero dynamics, Q ze is a stable matrix.
Recall the stable filter given in (10). Since we have from (10) that
the filter's output signal u f can also be obtained froṁ
Consider the following variable transformation using signals from this virtual filter:
Using this variable transformantion, the system (18) can be transformed into the following form with u f as the input:
Finally, we have the following virtual error system: e = A e e +Bu f +C e η ė η e = Q e η e + B η e
Since A cf and Q ze are stable matrices, Q e is a stable matrix. Thus the obtained virtual error system (23) is ASPR [12] , i.e. minimum-phase and a relative degree of {1, · · ·, 1} from the input u f to the output e.
III. ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN
Since the virtual error system (23) is ASPR, there exists an ideal feedback gain K * such that the control objective is achieved with the control input: u f (t) = −K * e(t) [12] , [13] . That is, from (10) , if the filter signal u f1 can be obtained by
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one can attain the goal. Unfortunately one can not design u f1 directly by (24), because u f1 is a filter signal given in (10) and the controlled system is assumed to be unknown. In such cases, the use of the backstepping strategy on the filter (8) can be considered as a countermeasure. However, since the controller structure depends on the relative degree of the system, i.e. the order of the filter (8), it will become very complex in cases where the controlled system has higher order relative degrees. Here we adopt a novel design strategy using a parallel feedforward compensator (PFC) that allows us to design the controller through a backstepping of only one step [9] , [14] .
A. Augmented virtual filter
For the virtual input filter (8) , consider the following stable and minimum-phase PFC with an appropriate order n f : 
where A ri a is a stable matrix because the augmented filter is minimum-phase.
Using the augmented filter's output
T , the virtual error system (23) is rewritten as follows: e = A e e +B{u af + Θz cf − y f } +C e η ė η e = Q e η e + B η e (28)
B. Controller design by one step backstepping
[Pre-step] We first design the virtual input
, for the augmented filter output u af in (28) as follows:
where K is an adaptive feedback gain andΘ is an estimated value of Θ, these are adaptively adjusted by 
with any positive constants ρ 1 to ρ 3 . Where ω 1 = u af − α 1 and
[
Step 1] Consider the error system, ω 
θ k is the kth row vector ofΘ and Θ b =BΘ. Taking (34) and (35) into consideration, the actual control input u ri is designed as follows: 
